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ABSTRACT 

Offshore pipeline has proven the most economical means of large scale 

transportation method for crude oil, natural gas, and their products for oil and gas 

exploration. Problems faced during pipeline mechanical design is free span 

formation due to seabed unevenness, scouring action, and exposure to current and 

wave flow. 1bis work presents proper free span assessment to avoid excessive loads 

and deformation as pipeline could undergo oscillatory force, excessive bending 

stresses, and buckling. Analysis spreadsheets were created for free span analysis 

according to latest Det Norske Veritas (DNV) design codes; DNV-RP-Fl05 "Free 

Spanning Pipelines, February 2006". Results obtained were presented in graphs and 

tables. Parametric studies were performed to determine the span length for different 

outside diameter, safety factor and boundary condition. Results indicated that 

pipeline failure occurred if span length is longer than the permitted length. 1bis can 

be solved by rerouting, span correction, installation of grout bag support or 

mattresses. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This section will include the background of the project, the problem statement, 

objective(s) and the scope of study. 

1.1 Background of Study 

Offshore pipeline often experience condition where the contact between pipeline and 

seabed is lost for substantial distance due to irregular seabed profile and the exposure 

of pipeline to the dynamic loads from waves and currents action (Guo et al., 2005). 

Palmer & King (2004) noted that pipeline tends to forms free spans rather than 

conform perfectly to the seabed profile when laid on the uneven seabed. As the span 

might be overstressed, it presents a possibility for the occurrence of fatigue damage 

due to vortex-excited oscillations. Free span is also exposed to hooking by fishing 

gear and anchors which might lead to pipeline failure or damage. 

According to J P Kenny Design Guideline (2001), for various pipeline loading 

conditions, this unsupported weight of the pipeline section (i.e. free span) can be 

divided into two categories. The span length can either be longer than the permitted 

value, presenting a risk of pipeline failure or it can be shorter than the allowable span 

length limit which has no effect on the structural integrity of the system. 

For that reason, a proper free span assessment is required to determine the limits on 

the allowable span length for various span criteria and pipeline loading conditions 

such as during pipeline installation, commissioning and pipeline operation. This 
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assessment is normally based on conservative criteria to ensure that the pipeline will 

not experience short-term or long-term damage. 

From the assessment, if the actual span exceed the allowable length, correction is 

necessary to reduce the span in order to avoid pipeline damage due to excessive 

yielding and fatigue. Correction may consist of rerouting, span correction, 

installation of mattresses and grout bag support, or rock dumping (Guo et al., 2005; 

Palmer & King, 2004). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Even though the spanning analysis is important during pipeline mechanical design, 

however, there were very few standard codes that can be referred. 1bree of these 

available codes that solely focus on free span assessment are Guideline 14 "Free 

Spanning Pipelines" (Det Norske Veritas, 1998), Shell's Standard, and Petronas 

Standards. Other codes only give general information on this matter. 

In February 2006, Det Norske Veritas had published the code, DNV-RP-F105 "Fee 

Spanning Pipelines". This code replaced the earlier Guideline 14 and was updated 

based on the feed-back from projects done, research and development (R&D) effort 

for pipe in trench, VIV response model updates, hydrodynamical coefficients, 

structural response estimates, soil stiffness, force model (frequency domain) and also 

the recommended S-N Curves. 

As this code was recently published, most oil and gas companies are still unfamiliar 

with the criteria considered for the assessment. Therefore, it was decided that for this 

project, to study the code thoroughly and to produce spanning analysis spreadsheets 

that can be use for static and dynamic free span assessment. The criterion considered 

for the spreadsheets are mainly taken from DNV-RP-Fl05 with references to other 

related codes. 
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 

The main objectives of this project are: 

• To study the fundamental details of pipeline free span 

• To produce analysis spreadsheets for free spanning 

• To perform several spanning analysis using the spreadsheet prepared 

• To perform parametric study using the spreadsheet prepared 

The scope of study would include: 

• Understanding the methodology of pipeline free span by doing research 

through journals, books, and other related reading materials. 

• Produce analysis spreadsheets by considering all factors and criteria that are 

related to free spanning pipelines. 

• Performing several spanning analysis nsing the spreadsheet created and 

analyzing the results obtained by doing some parametric studies and 

comparison. 
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